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Sound equalization in closed spaces can be significantly improved by generating propagating waves
that are naturally associated with the geometry, as, for example, plane waves in rectangular
enclosures. This paper presents a control approach termed effort variation regularization based on
this idea. Effort variation equalization involves modifying the conventional cost function in sound
equalization, which is based on minimizing least-squares reproduction errors, by adding a term that
is proportional to the squared deviations between complex source strengths, calculated
independently for the sources at each of the two walls perpendicular to the direction of propagation.
Simulation results in a two-dimensional room of irregular shape and in a rectangular room with
sources randomly distributed on two opposite walls demonstrate that the proposed technique leads
to smaller global reproduction errors and better equalization performance at listening positions
outside of the control region compared to effort regularization and compared to a simple technique
that involves driving groups of sources identically.
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3158926�

PACS number�s�: 43.55.Br, 43.38.Md, 43.60.Pt �NX� Pages: 666–675

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of equalization in room acoustics is to com-
pensate for the undesired modification that an enclosure in-
troduces to signals as, for example, audio or speech. Tradi-
tional multi-channel methods introduce digital filters to pre-
process the input signal before it is fed to a set of
loudspeakers so that the spectral coloration and the rever-
beration tail associated with the transmission path are
reduced.1,2 Generally, equalization is focused on improving
two different attributes of the listening response: the rever-
beration time and the magnitude response. Modal equaliza-
tion attempts to control the modal decay of low-frequency
modes so that they correspond to a target reverberation
time.3,4 This method is based on a rearrangement of the poles
of the listening response. It is a spatially robust method in
the sense that increasing the decay rate of a modal resonance
at a single position in the room results in an increment of the
decay rate at other positions as well.5 Magnitude response
equalization attempts to reduce the unevenness associated
with the peaks and dips in the spectrum of the listening re-
sponse. Generally, the process aims to design the source in-
put signal so that the obtainable signals at a set of receiving
positions approximate a set of desired signals.6,7

Based on the latter approach, it has been shown that
equalization in a large region of a room can be favored by
the reproduction of a freely propagating plane wave.8–13 This

is achieved by appropriate positioning of sound sources at
two opposite walls perpendicular to the direction of propa-
gation. In this way the equalization can be extended to a
spatial region that covers almost the complete volume of the
room. It has been shown theoretically that for the successful
generation of a plane wave in a rectangular room, the sources
at each side are in phase and their amplitudes assume well-
defined ratios.10 These ratios reflect the natural effect of the
nearby reflecting surfaces, varying according to the source
position inside the room. Also, for the case of a perfectly
rectangular room with uniform acoustic wall admittance, op-
timum source locations as well as favorable listening planes
have been identified.13 In the same work it has been shown
that by exploiting the symmetries in the rectangular room, an
ideal source distribution can be found. In that case, a single
equalization filter at each side and a limited control sensor
array are enough to achieve a successful equalization over an
area covering almost the complete volume of the room.
These observations suggest that the source filters at each one
of the two “playing” walls are highly correlated and this
correlation is desired in order to achieve a spatially extended
equalization.

This work presents a modification to the cost function
used in the traditional least-squares approximation. The pro-
posed technique, termed effort variation regularization, is
based on the general form of Tikhonov regularization14 and
works by penalizing the squared deviations between source
strengths.

In the frequency domain, penalization of the complex
source strength variations can be realized using square tridi-
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agonal or bidiagonal differential operators instead of the uni-
tary matrix used in traditional effort regularization.14 Simu-
lation results for a room of irregular shape demonstrate the
applicability of the technique when the conditions for equal-
ization are more difficult than in perfectly rectangular rooms.

Following the traditional least-squares approach for the
equalization of broadband signals, effort variation regulariza-
tion can easily be applied in the time domain using finite
impulse response �FIR� equalization filters. Simulation re-
sults for a three-dimensional rectangular room show that
good global equalization can be achieved with a few control
sensors placed outside the listening area, without restraining
the presence and motion of listeners inside the room.

II. CONTROL MODEL

Suppose that it is desired to equalize the sound field in a
spatial region in an enclosure with L reproduction sources.
The sound pressure in the region is sampled by M monitor
sensors placed at �r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rM�, and this provides a mea-
sure of the performance of reproduction in the entire listen-
ing space. The pressure at the monitoring sensors subject to
the L source excitations can be written as7

pM = ZMq , �1�

where pM is a column vector with the M complex sound
pressures at the monitor sensors �Pa�, q is a column vector
with the complex strengths of the L sources �m3 /s�, and ZM

is an M �L transfer matrix with the transfer functions be-
tween the L sources and the M monitor sensors. A small
group of N control sensors is selected from the M monitor
sensors at �r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rN�, covering a small region centered
inside the listening area. It is assumed that this compact con-
trol sensor array represents a more practical sound reproduc-
tion system that occupies less space and requires less equip-
ment and input channels. This system is informed about the
performance of reproduction in the controlled region by the
difference between the desired sound pressure and the actual
reproduced sound pressure at the control sensors as ex-
pressed by

e = pd − Zq , �2�

where pd is the vector with the desired sound pressures at the
N control sensors, and Z is the transfer matrix with the trans-
fer functions between the L sources and the N control sen-
sors.

A. Regularization techniques

Equalization is related to the inverse problem of recon-
structing the strengths of a number of sources given the
transfer matrix and the desired responses at a number of
receiving positions in the room. When the number of sensors
is less than the number of sources the linear problem is un-
derdetermined and reconstruction of the source strengths re-
quires the use of a regularization technique. One of the most
common techniques used in active control is effort regular-
ization, which is based on the standard form of Tikhonov
regularization14–16 and the cost function

J��� = ��q − pd�H��q − pd� + �qHq , �3�

where � is a positive scalar that weights the penalty term in
the cost function. Minimization of this cost function gives a
solution to the underdetermined system. Furthermore, it has
been shown that a proper choice of the regularization param-
eter � has the ability to enlarge the effective area of equal-
ization inside a room.12 The optimum source strength vector
for this regularization technique is

qo
��� = ��I + ZHZ�−1ZHpd. �4�

In search of more efficient penalization techniques,
power output regularization has recently been presented and
associated with the general form of Tikhonov regulariza-
tion.12 Used in a similar equalization task, penalization of the
total power output favored the reproduction of the plane
propagating wave in the room, resulting in an increment of
the effective equalization area.

Based also on the general form of Tikhonov regulariza-
tion, effort variation regularization relies on the use of the
cost function

J�h� = ��q − pd�H��q − pd� + h�Dq�H�Dq� , �5�

where h is a positive scalar that weights the effort variation
penalty term in the cost function, and the weight matrix D
represents a discrete first or second order differential opera-
tor. Such matrices are usually of the form17

D = �
− 1 1 0 0 . . .

0 − 1 1 0 . . .

0 0 − 1 1 . . .

0 0 0 − 1 . . .

] ] ] ] �

� , �6�

and

D = �
− 1 1 0 0 . . .

1 − 2 1 0 . . .

0 1 − 2 1 . . .

0 0 1 − 2 . . .

] ] ] ] �

� , �7�

for first and second order variation penalties, respectively. If
the quantity �Dq�H�Dq� is expanded in terms of the elements
of the vector q, it can be seen that such matrices penalize
variations between the strengths of adjacent sources and thus
force the system to a more uniform solution, which in the
extreme case would lead to all the sources having equal
strengths �q1=q2= ¯ =qL�. Under the condition that the ma-
trix hDHD+ZHZ is invertible, the optimum solution can be
derived as

qo
�h� = �hDHD + ZHZ�−1ZHpd. �8�

It should be noted that for such differential operators the
matrix DHD is singular, and therefore too strong penalization
can be expected to harm the calculation of �hDHD+ZHZ�−1.
Also, in contrast to the case of effort regularization, the num-
bering of the sources and their positioning in the source
strength vector q is of great importance, and, as will be
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shown, it must be consistent with the source array geometry.

B. Reproduction error criteria

The achieved quality of the equalization is measured in
the entire listening space with the use of the M monitor
sensors. The global reproduction error is calculated as the
square root of the mean square value of the errors at the
monitor sensors normalized by the energy of the desired
sound field at the monitor sensors pd,M,

ELSm
�j� = 	 eM

H eM

pd,M
H pd,M


1/2

= 	 �pd,M−ZMqo
�j��H�pd,M − ZMqo

�j��
pd,M

H pd,M

1/2

. �9�

Here eM =pd,M −ZMqo
�j� and j=� or h, which implies effort

regularization and effort variation regularization, respec-
tively. For the given definition of the reproduction error, and
assuming that the equalization is achieved by the generation
of a propagating plane wave, a value up to 0.3 implies that
the deviations between the reproduced sound pressure and
the desired pressure are within an interval of �3 dB, whereas
a value up to 0.5 implies deviations within �6 dB.

The performance of the reproduction is also measured at
the N control sensors as

ELSc
�j� = 	 �pd − Zqo

�j��H�pd − Zqo
�j��

pd
Hpd


1/2

. �10�

In addition to the control approaches described above it
is also interesting to define an ideal system that uses the
information from all M monitor sensors in the adaptation of
the optimum source strengths by minimizing the global cost
function

J�id� = eM
H eM . �11�

The optimum source strengths for this control approach are
given by

qo
�id� = �ZM

H ZM�−1ZM
H pd,M . �12�

This corresponds to the best that can be achieved in the ideal,
unrealistic case where control sensors covering the entire lis-
tening space are used. No kind of regularization is included
in the calculation of the optimum source strengths given by
Eq. �12�. Under the examined conditions, the matrix ZM is
always overdetermined and ZM

H ZM is positive definite. The
global reproduction performance of the ideal system can also
be judged by the global reproduction error by substituting
qo

�j� with qo
�id� in Eq. �9�.

III. SIMULATIONS IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ROOM

A. Conditions for the simulations

The purpose of this section is to investigate equalization
in a non-rectangular room, which is modeled using the
boundary element method.18,19 A sum of 3784 linear triangu-
lar elements is used in order to mesh the physical boundary
of the room, shown in Fig. 1. The vertical dimension of the
room is kept relatively small �Lz=0.1 m� so that the equal-

ization problem is actually reduced to a two-dimensional
one. A constant acoustic wall impedance of 120�0c, where
�0=1.204 kg /m3 is the density of air and c=344 m /s is the
speed of sound, has been assumed. Eleven sound sources
with monopole characteristics are used to control the sound
field; five point sources are placed on the left wall at xL

=0.1 m, and the remaining six sources are placed near the
right wall at xR=3.4 m. The equalization is examined in the
listening area, which is defined as a rectangle with the lower
left corner at �0.7, 0.3, 0.1� m and the right upper corner at
�2.8, 1.8, 0.1� m. A sum of 352 monitor sensors is spread
inside the listening area in order to monitor the sound pres-
sure, and a square grid of nine control sensors is used near
the middle of the room in order to optimize the complex
source strengths. The central control sensor is placed at �2, 1,
0.1� m. The distance between the monitor sensors as well as
between the control sensors is 0.1 m in both the x- and the
y-direction. In this configuration the control region covers
less than 4% of the listening area. The purpose of the ar-
rangement is to reproduce a plane wave that travels in the
x-direction, simulating a sound field of constant amplitude
that varies as e−jkx.

B. The ideal system

Reproduction of the plane wave subject to minimization
of the reproduction error at the M monitor sensors is accom-
plished successfully. Implementation of the ideal system is
based on knowledge of the transfer functions from all
sources to all monitor sensors, something that would be im-
practical in a real situation. However, this approach is worth
examining because it provides useful observations about the
correlation in the optimum complex source strengths re-
quired for the generation of the plane wave. The optimum
source amplitudes are shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�c� for the
five left and the six right point sources, respectively, and the
optimum phases are shown in Figs. 2�b� and 2�d�. Some
deviations between the source amplitudes can be seen in
Figs. 2�a� and 2�c�. The deviations are seen to be smaller at
the left wall than at the right one. On the other hand, inspec-

FIG. 1. Configuration of the equalization system in a two-dimensional non-
rectangular room. The lower left monopole source coordinates are �0.1, 0.2,
0.1�, and the upper left are �0.1, 1.8, 0.1�, while the lower right and upper
right source coordinates are �3.4, 0.2 0.1� and �3.4, 2.6, 0.1�, respectively.
The source spacing is 0.4 m at both sides.
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tion of Figs. 2�b� and 2�d� shows that the sources at each side
tend to have identical phases, in particular, above 300 Hz.
Note that the phases at the left side are stabilized around zero
whereas the phases at the right side tend to vary linearly with
the frequency according to −e−jkxR. This means that the
sources are 180° out of phase with the desired sound pres-
sure at x=xR, which is necessary to avoid reflections from the
receiving wall. This behavior, which has already been ob-
served and explained theoretically by Santillán8 for the case
of rectangular rooms, remains a desired condition for good
global equalization also in irregularly shaped rooms.

C. Implementation of effort variation regularization

For the given arrangement and the source numbering
shown in Fig. 1, the effort variation penalty term of Eq. �5� is
implemented with the matrix

D = � DL 06�6

05�5 DR
� , �13�

where

DL = �
− 1 1 0 0 0

1 − 2 1 0 0

0 1 − 2 1 0

0 0 1 − 2 1

0 0 0 1 − 1
� , �14�

DR = �
− 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 − 2 1 0 0 0

0 1 − 2 1 0 0

0 0 1 − 2 1 0

0 0 0 1 − 2 1

0 0 0 0 1 − 1

� , �15�

and 05�5 and 06�6 are zero matrices. These second order
differential operators penalize the variation between the
strengths of adjacent sources. Note that with the numbering
shown in Fig. 1 sources 1 and 5 have only one neighbor and
are therefore linked only to sources 2 and 4, respectively,
whereas source 2, for example, is linked to both sources 1
and 3. It is also interesting to observe from Eq. �13� that
none of the sources 1–5 is linked to any of the opposite
sources 6–11. This suggests that the deviations in the solu-
tion are penalized independently at each side.

D. Equalization with two coupled source arrays

Inspired by previous work on sound equalization in a
rectangular room13 the idea of coupling the sources at each
side of the room is also examined. In this particular case this
means that the five left sources are driven with the same
amplitude and phase, and the same holds for the six right
sources. This technique is evidently similar to using two in-
dependent “column” loudspeakers,20 one at each side of the
room. In the frequency domain, only two complex source
strengths, one for the left source array and one for the right
one, should be estimated. This corresponds to solving an
overdetermined system

qcoupled = �qL

qR
� = �Zcoupled

H Zcoupled�−1Zcoupled
H pd, �16�

where qL and qR are the left and right coupled source array
strengths, respectively, and Zcoupled is the 9�2 matrix carry-
ing the acoustic transfer functions from each source array to
the control sensors inside the room. This approach thus as-
sumes a-priori known conditions about the source strengths,
giving results that would be similar to those derived by effort
variation regularization in the extreme case where h→�.

E. Reproduction performance

The system is now tested for global equalization subject
to minimization of reproduction errors only at the nine con-
trol sensors. Examination of the reproduction error at the
control sensor locations shows that the increment of the
regularization parameters � and h is followed by reduction
in the quality of equalization at these positions. Nevertheless,
the accuracy of the reproduction in the entire listening area is
improved for a non-trivial value of the regularization param-
eters with both the proposed and the conventional technique.
This can be seen in Fig. 3, where the global reproduction
error is plotted as a function of the regularization parameter
for effort regularization and effort variation regularization at
520 Hz. The values of the regularization parameters in Eqs.
�4� and �8� were set equal to �=450 and h=900, and the
global reproduction error was determined between 30 and

FIG. 2. Amplitudes �a� and phases �b� of the left sources �at x=0.1 m�, and
amplitudes �c� and phases �d� of the right sources �at y=3.4 m� with the
ideal system.
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750 Hz. Figure 4�a� shows the global reproduction error also
for the ideal and for the coupled source system, and Fig. 4�b�
shows the reproduction error at the control sensor locations
for both regularization techniques as well as for the coupled
source system. Both regularization techniques achieve an al-
most perfect equalization result in the control region in the
entire frequency range. However, whereas the reproduction
error in the control region is of the same order of size both
with effort regularization and effort variation regularization,
the global performance of these two techniques is evidently
different. It can be seen in Fig. 4�a� that effort regularization
leads to large global reproduction errors above 300 Hz. This
is translated into a rapid decline of the reproduction perfor-
mance when moving away from the control positions.
Whereas this deterioration increases with the frequency with
the traditional regularization technique it can be seen that the
proposed regularization technique achieves much smaller re-

production errors from 300 to 700 Hz. This indicates that the
proposed control approach gives better equalization results at
the monitor positions outside the control region. This dem-
onstrates an important advantage in this frequency region,
but it should be mentioned that all techniques apart from the
ideal system exhibit a poor global performance around 230
Hz. The frequency of this error peak appears to be depending
on the location of the control sensors. In any case it was
observed that proper adjustment of the regularization factors
� and h reduces the global reproduction error below 0.5
around 230 Hz both for effort regularization and effort varia-
tion regularization. In the simulation results presented above,
a constant value of the regularization factor was used in the
entire frequency range.

Examination of the coupled source system shows that it
is unable to provide a good global equalization result, al-
though some improvement is observed at the highest fre-
quencies of the investigation. This indicates that the success
of the proposed technique compared to the case of the
coupled source array is due to imposing a desired correlation
without necessarily preventing deviations that are required
for the adaptation to the particulars of the room. The indi-
vidual effect of each regularization technique in each derived
solution qo

�h� and qo
��� can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. The

variation in the source amplitudes at the left and the right
side can be seen in �a� and �b�, and the variation in the source
phases is shown in �c� and �d�. Comparing the source phases
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 shows that the effort variation penalty
term has reduced the phase deviations at each side. However,
whereas the amplitude deviations at the left side are reduced
compared to effort regularization, an evident deviation is ob-
served at the right source amplitudes. In agreement with pre-
vious observations this shows that effort variation has acted
by equalizing the source phases without preventing the am-
plitude deviation that is necessary for room compensation.

FIG. 3. Global reproduction error as a function of the regularization param-
eter for effort regularization and effort variation regularization for second
order differential operator at 520 Hz.

FIG. 4. �a� Global reproduction error as a function of the frequency for the
ideal system, effort regularization, effort variation regularization, and
coupled source arrays. �b� Reproduction error at the control sensors for
effort regularization, effort variation regularization, and coupled source ar-
ray.

FIG. 5. Amplitudes �a� and phases �b� of the left sources, and amplitudes �c�
and phases �d� of the right sources with effort variation regularization.
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IV. EFFORT VARIATION REGULARIZATION IN TIME
DOMAIN EQUALIZATION OF BROADBAND
SIGNALS

The following is intended to demonstrate the use of ef-
fort variation regularization in the time domain and also in-
volves applying the proposed technique to cases of more
complicated source distributions, such as those required for
three-dimensional rooms. To overcome the time and memory
restrictions imposed by the boundary element method, the
acoustic transfer functions are calculated here on the basis of
an analytical model which is appropriate for rectangular
rooms.

A. Time domain implementation of equalization

The following analysis is based on the matrix formula-
tion by Elliott and Nelson.6 A block diagram of the equaliza-
tion system is shown in Fig. 7. The aim is to design L digital
FIR control filters, one for each sound source, with impulse

responses hl�n� such that the obtainable signal d̂m�n� at the
mth control sensor �1�m�N� is the best approximation to
the desired signal dm�n� at the sensor. �Although the index m
has so far been associated with the monitor sensors, it is used
here to avoid confusion with the discrete time index n.� Here
dm�n� is a delayed version �by �m samples� of the original

input signal x�n�. Since a plane wave traveling in the
y-direction is desired, the duration of the delay depends on
the ordinate of the listening position corresponding to the
propagation of the plane wave.

The impulse response between the input of the lth
source and the output of the mth sensor is modeled by an FIR
filter with J coefficients, represented by cml�n� in Fig. 7. The

signal d̂m�n� detected by the mth sensor can be expressed as

d̂m�n� = 
l=1

L


i=1

I

hl�i�rml�n − i� , �17�

where hl�i� is the ith coefficient of the FIR control filter
whose output is the input to the lth loudspeaker, and rml�n� is
the reference signal produced by convolving the input signal
x�n� with the impulse response cml�n�. Each control filter is
assumed to have an impulse response of I samples. In vector
notation Eq. �17� can be written as

d̂m�n� = hT�0�rm�n� + hT�1�rm�n − 1� + ¯

+ hT�I − 1�rm�n − I + 1� , �18�

where a composite tap weight vector and a reference signal
vector have been defined by

hT�i� = �h1�i� h2�i� ¯ hL�i� � �19�

and

rm
T �n� = �rm1�n� rm2�n� ¯ rmL�n� � . �20�

The final vector that contains all the I coefficients of all the L
control FIR filters can be written as

aT = �hT�0� hT�1� ¯ hT�I − 1� � , �21�

and the error vector signal at the N control sensors can be
expressed as

e�n� = d�n� − R�n�a , �22�

where

R�n� = �
r1

T�n� r1
T�n − 1� ¯ r1

T�n − I + 1�
r2

T�n� r2
T�n − 1� ¯ r2

T�n − I + 1�
]

rM
T �n� rM

T �n − 1� rM
T �n − I + 1�

� �23�

is the matrix of filtered reference signals. The optimal coef-
ficients of the control filters are determined by minimizing a
performance index defined by21

J = E�eT�n�e�n� + �aT�n�Wa�n�� , �24�

where E is the expectation operator, W is a generally sym-
metric matrix that defines the type of penalization in the cost
function, and � is the regularization parameter that defines
the weighting assign to the penalty term. It can be seen that
the performance index can be expressed as a quadratic func-
tion in terms of all the individual coefficients in the equal-
ization filters. This performance index has a unique global
minimum that corresponds to the optimal control filter coef-
ficients

FIG. 6. Amplitudes �a� and phases �b� of the left sources, and amplitudes �c�
and phases �d� of the right sources with effort regularization.

FIG. 7. Block diagram for equalization of broadband signals.
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ao = �E�R�n�TR�n� + �W��−1E�R�n�Td�n�� . �25�

It should be noticed that Eq. �25� gives the optimal solution
in a statistical sense. The only required information about the
source input signal is the autocorrelation function. In the
case when W=I �the identity matrix�, the second term in the
expression for the cost function, Eq. �24�, becomes identical
to the effort penalty term that has been used in similar active
control applications.14,15,21 The optimum control filters in this
case are specified in terms of the value of the regularization
parameter � as

ao
��� = �E�R�n�TR�n� + ����−1E�R�n�Td�n�� . �26�

The transformation of the proposed technique to the
form necessary for the time domain equalization of random
signals is easily accomplished with proper weighting of the
filter coefficients. Again the differential operators must be
constructed so as to be in agreement with the source num-
bering and the architecture of the filter vector a. Considering
that the sources are numbered continuously, as in the ex-
ample presented previously in the frequency domain, the ma-
trix W can be straightforwardly composed by similar differ-
ential operators D as those defined in Eqs. �14� and �15�,

W = �T� , �27�

where � is square matrix of order I ·L defined as

� = �
D 0 . . . 0

0 D . . . 0

] ] � ]

0 0 . . . D
� . �28�

By inspecting the structure of � and the architecture of the
composite filter vector a in Eqs. �19� and �21� it can be seen
that the penalty term in the cost function in Eq. �24� can be
written as

aT�T�a = 
i=0

I−1

hT�i�DTDhT�i� . �29�

This implies that the symmetrical matrix W used in the time
domain measures the deviation between adjacent source filter
coefficients in the same way as the matrix DTD measures the
deviation between adjacent source strengths in the frequency
domain. Under the condition that the matrix E�R�n�TR�n�
+h�T�� is invertible, the optimum filter coefficients can be
computed by substituting Eq. �27� into Eq. �25�.

B. Conditions for the simulations

The simulations that follow are intended for demonstrat-
ing the benefits of the proposed technique in time domain
equalization of random signals in a three-dimensional rect-
angular room. For this purpose, the conventional modal sum
of the sound field in a lightly damped rectangular enclosure
with walls of uniform specific acoustic admittance proposed
by Morse22 is used in the form presented by Bullmore et al.23

The sources are modeled as square pistons that vibrate with a
normal velocity ul=ql /A, where A=a2 is the area of the pis-

ton sources. The piston sources are oriented inside the room
so that their surfaces are parallel to the xz-plane.

The room has dimensions of Lx=2 m, Ly =3.2 m, and
Lz=1.2 m, and the damping ratio is set equal to 0.015,
which corresponds to a reverberation time of 0.73 s at 100
Hz. The sampling rate in the simulations is 1 kHz. Equaliza-
tion in an extended three-dimensional listening area inside
the room is now attempted by the simulation of a plane wave
traveling along the y-axis. This is to be achieved with the use
of 30 piston sources, 15 on each wall perpendicular to the
direction of propagation at y=0.1 and y=3.1 m. The piston
sources are placed according to a 3�5 pattern on each wall,
with their centers displaced 9 cm from their initial positions
at a random angle on the xz-plane, as shown in Fig. 8. This
random source distribution is chosen in order to avoid the
ideal conditions that are met by deterministic source place-
ment in the rectangular room. Although proper placement
tactics can simplify the problem and define simple optimum
correlation in the source equalization filters,10,13 these condi-
tions are not easily defined in the real world, for example,
because of non-ideal room shape, source misplacement, and
non-uniform acoustic properties of the boundaries. Any cor-
relation that might be introduced because of the symmetries
in the analytical model is here avoided by misplacement of
the sources. However, care is taken for the sources not to be
close to one another or close to the edges and the corners of
the room.

The global reproduction error in these simulations is cal-
culated in a three-dimensional rectangular volume of 1.5
�2.4�0.9 m3. The sound pressure in this volume is
sampled by a grid of 6�8�4=192 monitor sensors. The
monitor sensors are placed as follows: in eight sensor planes
of 6�4 monitor sensors, perpendicular to the direction of
propagation, with the first plane placed at y=0.3 m and the
last one at y=2.71 m. Each monitor sensor plane is sepa-
rated from the other by a distance of 0.343 m, which is equal
to the distance that the sound travels in one sampling period.
The distance between monitor sensors along the x- and
z-axes is equal to 0.3 m and the monitor sensors are extended
from x=0.25 to x=1.75 m and from z=0.15 to z=1.05 m.
The monitor sensors are presented as black dots in Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. Front view of the room and of the equalization system. The black
arrows indicate the correlation path while moving from source 1 to source
15 on the left wall at y=0.1 m.
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Although equalization of the sound field is required in
an extended three-dimensional region, this is to be achieved
with the limited number of 4�4=16 control sensors placed,
as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The separation distance between
control sensors along the y-axis is also equal to 0.343 m
while the separation distance along the x-axis is equal to 0.2
m. The control sensors are located at x=0.7, 0.9, 1.1, and 1.3
m with the first four error sensors placed at y=0.3 m, and
the last four ones at y=1.329 m �see Fig. 9�. The control
sensors at x=0.7 and 1.3 m are at a height of z=1 m, and
those at x=0.9 and 1.1 m are at a height of z=1.1 m. The
control sensors are thus placed just below the ceiling, at a
position where in a more realistic case of a higher room they
would not interfere with the presence and motion of listen-
ers.

For the time domain simulations, an input signal with a
delta function as the autocorrelation function is assumed, and
the loudspeakers are modeled as first order analog high pass
filters with a pole at 100 Hz. The frequency responses from
the input of each loudspeaker to the output of each sensor are
calculated with the modal model. All the natural modes up to
1100 Hz are taken into account for the simulation of the
sound field in the room. These frequency responses are mul-
tiplied by the frequency response of a low pass anti-aliasing
filter and by the frequency response of the loudspeakers, and
an inverse fast Fourier transform �FFT� is applied for the
calculation of the discrete impulse responses cml�n�. The
number of coefficients used for each impulse response is J
=300, and the number of coefficients in each control filter
hl�n� is set equal to I=70. A delay of 30 samples is applied to
obtain the desired signal at the first four control sensors at
y=0.3 m, and additional delays of one, two, and three
samples are used for the second, third, and fourth lines of
control sensors at y=0.643, 0.986, and 1.329 m, respectively.

C. Implementation of effort variation regularization

A second order differential operator is constructed that
counts the squared deviations of the filter samples for two
individual series of 15 sources. A correlation path is specified
according to the source numbering, which for the left sources
1–15 at y=0.1 m is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that
sources are linked vertically rather than horizontally. A simi-
lar correlation path is applied on the other side, linking
sources 16–30 at y=3.1 m. A 30�30 differential operator is
thus constructed as

D = �D� 0

0 D�
� , �30�

where D� is a 15�15 tri-diagonal matrix with all elements in
the main diagonal equal to 	2, except elements �1,1� and
�15,15�, which are equal to 	1, and all elements in the first
two parallel diagonals are 1. The optimum equalization fil-
ters can now be calculated for effort weighting according to
Eq. �26� and for the proposed technique according to Eq.
�25�, where the matrix W is constructed according to Eqs.
�27� and �28�, using D as in Eq. �30�.

D. Reproduction performance

The success of each control technique is judged by the
accuracy of reproduction in the entire listening area. The
global reproduction error can be calculated as a function of
the frequency as

ELS�
� = � 
m=1

M

�1 − �pm�
���2

M
�

1/2

, �31�

where pm�
� is the reproduced sound pressure at the mth
monitor sensor at radial frequency 
, and M =192 is the
number of the monitor sensors. The reproduced sound pres-
sure pm�
� is determined by calculating an FFT of the signal

d̂m�n� detected at each sensor after equalization. This global
index is intended for examining the quality of equalization
achieved with the limited control sensor array previously
presented. Apart from effort regularization and effort varia-
tion regularization, equalization with two individual coupled
source arrays is also examined. The coupling condition as-
sumes exactly the same equalization filter for all 15 sources
at each side, specifying thus an absolute a-priori known con-
dition which is similar to the previous example of equaliza-
tion in the two-dimensional non-rectangular room. This tech-
nique has given excellent results in the case of sound
equalization in a three-dimensional room with sources opti-
mally placed on each wall.13

The values of the regularization parameters for effort
regularization and for effort variation regularization were set
equal to �=1010 and h=0.5�1012, respectively. These val-
ues were chosen as the ones that ensure the minimum pos-
sible global reproduction error for each technique throughout
the entire frequency range from 0 to 500 Hz. The variation in
ELS as a function of the frequency for effort regularization,
effort variation regularization, coupled source arrays, and
ideal system can be seen in Fig. 10.

FIG. 9. Top view of the rectangular room.
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A reduction in the equalization performance with fre-
quency is apparent with all control techniques. The perfor-
mance of the ideal system indicates that good equalization is
possible up to about 500 Hz, where the deviations of the
reproduced sound pressure inside the listening area remain
below the �6 dB criterion. Source coupling seems to offer
an advantage compared to classical effort regularization, but
the global reproduction error of the proposed technique is
always smaller than that of effort regularization and also that
with the coupled sources. Again, this improvement is trans-
lated into reduction in equalization errors at listening posi-
tions away from the control sensors. A representative ex-
ample can be seen in Fig. 11 for the monitor sensor at �1.45,
2.358, 0.45� m, illustrating the impulse and the frequency
response before and after equalization for classical effort
regularization �a� and �b�, coupled source array �c� and �d�,
and effort variation regularization �e� and �f�. The results

before equalization, shown with gray lines, are obtained by
exciting the room with piston source number “1” in �a�, �b�,
�e�, and �f� and by exciting the room with all left sources at
y=0.1 m in �c� and �d�. The impulse and frequency re-
sponses before equalization include the effect of the anti-
aliasing filter. The impulse responses before equalization are
shown with an offset of +3 linear units for the sake of clarity.

Some understanding of the effect of each control tech-
nique in the estimation of the solution ao is gained by ob-
serving in Fig. 12 the variation in the amplitude �as derived
from the FFT of the equalization filters impulse responses�
for effort regularization in �a� and �b�, coupled source array
in �c� and �d�, and effort variation regularization in �e� and
�f�. The upper row of graphs refers to the left 15 sources, and
the lower one to the right sources. Although the proposed
technique has reduced the amplitude variation compared to
that of the classical approach in �a� and �b�, a certain varia-
tion can be seen at both sides in �e� and �f� below 250 Hz,
which possibly explains the avoidance of the steep error
peaks observed for the coupled source case between 100 and
200 Hz in Fig. 10.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A control approach termed effort variation regularization
has been proposed and examined. In the frequency domain
this technique involves modifying the original cost function
based on minimization of the least-squares reproduction er-
ror by adding a term that is proportional to the squared de-
viations between complex source strengths, calculated inde-
pendently for the sources at the two walls perpendicular to
the direction of propagation. Simulation results in a two-
dimensional non-rectangular room have shown that effort
variation regularization results in equalization of the phase of
the complex strengths on each side of the room, without
preventing the amplitude deviations that are necessary for
room compensation. Applied to the time domain equalization
of broadband signals, effort variation regularization has been
successfully realized by independently penalizing the
squared deviations of the source equalization filter coeffi-

FIG. 10. Global reproduction error as a function of the frequency for effort
regularization, effort variation regularization, coupled source arrays, and
ideal system calculated in the time domain.

FIG. 11. Impulse and frequency responses at the monitor sensor at �1.45,
2.358, 0.45� m for effort regularization ��a� and �b��, coupled source array
��c� and �d��, and effort variation regularization ��e� and �f��. The results
before equalization in �a�, �b�, �e�, and �f�, shown with gray lines, are ob-
tained by exciting the room with only source number 1. The results before
equalization in �c� and �d� are obtained after exciting the room with all 15
left sources. The impulse responses before equalization are shown with an
offset of +3 linear units for clarity.

FIG. 12. Source amplitudes as functions of the frequency for effort regular-
ization ��a� and �b��, coupled source array ��c� and �d��, and effort variation
regularization ��e� and �f��. The left sources are shown in �a�, �c�, and �e�,
and the right sources are shown in �b�, �d�, and �f�.
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cients at each side of the room. The proposed technique has
been demonstrated to lead to smaller global reproduction er-
ror and thus better equalization performance at listening po-
sitions away from the control region than effort regulariza-
tion and a simple coupling source array method.
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